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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Mario Alvarez O. has contributed to the dictionary with 3 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cholero
A person coming from the Chol, municipality of Baja Verapaz in Guatemala and that usually was in the capital to provide
domestic services. His character was rebellious and they generally answered reluctantly the Patron Saint.  That account
began to use the term disparagingly: " look like cholera ". It was extended to 34 males; you parecés cholero ". Spread
this nickname to persons of low education, mid-level economic relations and which usually are low-income people. With
the passing of time, has been used to qualify pejoratively to people who don't have treatment refined with their
peers.Generally this qualifier is used by people of bad taste and low moral and social conditions.

supérstite
person in situation of relationship either unit, affinity, consanguinity, filiation, or pupil, due to the physical disappearance
of the person that was linked, now has to survive alone. AN EXAMPLE IS THE WIDOW OR SPOUSE SUPERSTITE.

verdad sabida y buena fe guardada
TRUE SABIDA: This is a principle of law, which should be interpreted as " knowledge that has the facts both its causes
as its consequences without the ability to claim ignorance then except by reason of deception.  "GOOD FAITH SAVED:
"It refers to that the fact prevailed a provision of doing things correctly from the beginning, without that there was nothing
malicious or hidden.    (In Guatemala, in the commercial code, Decree 2-70, are two fundamental principles that must be
observed in commercial legal business and commercial things.  )


